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About This Game

Tower defence with classic gameplay.
Build towers to protect your base from lots of enemies.

- 30 temathic levels
- Ugly models

- Destructible enemies body
- Blood

- Trash and hell
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pay for "unbeeping". and you have to turn it on every time.... I just payed for it... why do I have turn it on every time?. This
started rather interestingly, but at the moment I'm really struggling with the character motivations. My MC seems way too casual
about people being literally torn apart and society collapsing. It goes for other characters too, they refer to Zombies in such a
way that they almost seem a minor inconvenience instead of the end of the world.

I wanted to make choices that would reflect the grave situation my MC found himself in, but I was only able to show 'Concern'
instead of panic. It's especially difficult to justify when my character is just a teenager, but has the thought process and
emotions of someone much older.

I've encountered at least one moment where the game 'balance' and the story clash, with my MC being able to haul around a
huge amount of heavy equipment. He's got a damn portable generator, a tarp, and wood/metal equpment stuffed in his trousers.

Characters seem adamant on referring to it as a 'Virus' and not a pandemic.

Overall, I feel like I should play this game several times with different characters to offer the best review, but my current
experience has been pretty miserable, with the game not really acknowledging my view of how deadly serious things are.. good
mechanichs on the gameplay!. In Raw Footage, you play a suicidal eejit who's perfectly willing to be disembowelled by a brutish
beastie in the name of becoming a YouTube celebrity. Armed only with your trusty vidja camera, you plunge into some
mysterious backwoods in an alternate dimension where it takes mere minutes to cycle through all the lighting cycles of a day
and night, in search of the creature and the corpses it has discarded in its wake.

  Unfortunately, as anyone who's ever wasted tens of hours of their life sifting through YouTube videos looking for convincing
evidence of strange phenomena knows, this is an era in which every d*ckhead and his dog can fake such footage with cheap
CGI and\/or shoddy make-up effects, invariably aided by a shaky camera and dubiously dodgy focus. So in order to present
irrefutable proof of the monster's existence, you must attain MINUTES of footage of it charging towards you while bellowing
before anyone will believe you.

  Cheap criticisms of the "plot" aside, it's actually a pretty decent premise for a game, and there's no denying how suspenseful it
is when you first jump in. For myself at least, it was quite some time before I encountered the creature - first as a sound, then
spotted only from a distance - at which point it sensed me filming it and promptly gave chase. I valiantly maintained my cool
and kept backing up and filming until it almost reached me, then wisely turned tail and fled and somehow lost it. I then hit
"TAB" to check how much footage I had grabbed...and was flabbergasted to find that I had, like, less than 10% of the footage
required to beat the level.

  Undaunted, I resumed looking for Mr Monster, and when I couldn't find him, decided to try whistling multiple times to attract
his attention. He didn't bite (literally or figuratively). I eventually just stumbled onto him again - he appearing out of absolutely
nowhere and without a sound this time - and I had by this stage decided to try and "stun" him with bullets from the gun I'd
found, as instructed by the game's early tutorial. Seems I may have shot him TOO many times, though, 'cause while he did keel
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over momentarily, he also decided to launch up into the air and hide himself before I could pull out my camera and get even a
single second of further footage. Back to the drawing board.

  Third time, I decided to stand on a small island in the centre of a shallow pond, thinking maybe this was a tactically smart
move; maybe the monster didn't like water or something. Nope. Following my firing off a single bullet to attract his attention, he
just charged unerringly at me once more and managed to wound me rather badly. I did manage to get away and mostly heal
myself with a medkit I'd found - and even managed to successfully lure him another time and get a smidgen more footage - but
it wasn't long after THAT that he found me unawares again and unceremoniously slaughtered my silly a*se. Game over, no save
or anything. But hey, at least I managed to nab six out of eight Achievements and found all five out of five dead bodies, even if
I didn't manage as much as 20% of the required footage.

  Look, I appreciate that this game needed to make itself at least slightly challenging; and given that it only has three maps, and
the one that I played wasn't all that large, I guess the devs didn't have much choice but to make the amount of footage required
insufferably high. But honestly, after less than an hour's play, I feel like I've seen most of what this game has to offer, and can't
say I feel compelled to see even this map - much less the others, one of which appears to require TWICE as much footage (!) -
through to the bitter end.

  If you, on the other hand, are the kind of person who loves the challenge of rinse-repeat-rinse-repeat\/don't-f*ck-up-once-or-
it's-back-to-the-beginning gameplay, then I can most certainly recommend this game, though possibly not at the full retail price
of ten bucks USD. It's certainly not bad as recent indie horror games go, and will probably appeal to those with time and
patience to burn. Me? I tend to lose interest in a game as soon as I: a. expect no further surprises from it, and b. deduce that I
probably won't conquer it any time soon anyway. Like I said: six out of eight "cheevos" ain't bad, and I can probably guess what
the other two are for, but don't much feel like spending several more hours of my life attaining them.

  I certainly won't diss the developers for what is, all things considered, a pretty decent first release. I'm interested to see what
they do next, and y'know...maybe I'll even return to this particular product at some point when I'm feeling more Saintly. For
now, though, my curiosity has been sated.

  Verdict: 7\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Its like Fallout minus the fun. See here our review!
http://vigamusmagazine.com/euclidean-la-recensione-di-vmag/. This is a solid early access small scale hardcore WW2 shooter.
It gets mini updates regularly that improve the game. As time goes on I def see this becoming one of the big boys. It just needs a
bigger player base.. I'm really crap at it, but it's fun.
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Short Answer: Bug filled mess at it's best, with enemies that don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. This is a very short but awesome game for only $3.00. The space requirements for the game are a
little bit higher than what you need. I was able to play this in a 3.6m x 3.2m play space. I did see the chaperone quite a bit but it
was well worth it. The game is only about 10 minutes long but had different rooms the second time I played it.. Just more
grinding.. I played through the game in 30-40 minutes, there was a technical issue that I had to resolve with the unity game
engine, and there was not a sense of a complete story. This reminded me of one small part of a larger game, as it teased me
about a much wider world that was never explored. There was only a dozen "rooms" to explore, and there were about the same
number of interactable objects.

It would be nice if there was a donate button on steam, so developers could make these "proof of concept" games, and we could
give them a buck or two for furthering their efforts. Because a game like this just simply cannot be compared to some other
point and click games that can be bought for a few dollars more. Even when it is on sale, I feel kind of disappointed with the
experience, even though I was ready for a short game after reading the reviews.

I ran this game on ubuntu linux 18.10 with radeon mesa drivers.. Amazing game and really cheap. Must buy. Despite the hours
I've invested in the game, I can't recommend it in any way.

WHAT TO DO
Shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. End of the game. Seriously, I could have not expected
more, but after the first hour of gameplay I have seen everything this game has to offer, from weapons to different
types of zombies. And boredom comes shortly after;

WHAT TO SEE
Very, very little. Cartoonish graphic seems more a choise to avoid more work than something implemented with certain
criteria: basic textures, minimal and uttely ugly map design, zero spercial effect (I have seen better fire in a 10 y\/o
drawing);

WHAT TO HEAR
Decent soundtracks, I concede it. That said, the other sound effects go from the tragic (main menu, zombies' moans,
etc.), to the mediocre (weapons' shooting effetcs).

HOW TO PLAY
YOU SPIN ME ROUND, ROUND, BABY ROUND ROUND....This could had been the song of this game. The
gameplay can be sum up in one sequence: start the mission - grab a weapon - run in circle lighting up zombies -
shoot'em up to increase multiplier - repeat until you die. That's all. Sometimes some food or other power ups will drop
from zombies, but nothing incredible.

WHERE TO DO
In a few, selected small maps. That's why your only choise is to run in circle: there's no damn space to move!!!!

So, a few guidelines if you saw this game in the store. Avoid it at full price, 100% guaranteed you won't lose anything.
Even during sale, I dare to advice. When it had been released, this game probably was already outdated, and now
there's simply no space for him in a videogames library.. A absolute must-buy for everyone that is into Sim-Racing or
just wants to have a round once a week, alone or with friends. The requirements are very low, the game still looks
pretty good, plenty of mods, (Touge tracks, Initial D cars, rally cars) good optimalization and it works great with a
wheel. Definately worth it, buy this rather than Assetto Corsa with low quality mods and paid DLC's.. Though YoreVR
would be the first game to capitalize on the booming game genre that is survival crafting open world popularized by
Minecraft (Which also has a VR version btw), I feel like Star Shelter captures the genre more in terms of adapting
survival with dynamic environmental systems giving the VR space you are playing in more alive than I have ever felt
with other open ended VR games. Here are the reasons why:
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1 - Except your ship, everything else is procedural. Why is this so good in VR?

Because being immersed into an environment not even the Devs can predict is when the gaming world you play in has a
life of its own. That is so close to actual reality the only parts missing are full wireless and all senses capture which is a
console creator's job and not the dev.

2 - Unlike other VR survivals, you actually have to grind it out just to be able to survive. That means you have an
objective at the beginning. which makes getting comfortability up and expansion a quest worth taking so that you can
survive better. Being able to at least reach minimum no death stability by adding components to your base and
hopefully expanding it soon feels so rewarding and fun because you can to feel its progress where you altogether stop
dying and then being able to explore further (where no man has gone before or probably did but died anyway)

3 - Undefined borders of map area. To some, this may be too uncomfortable, prefering to have a guide or tutorial in
clear instructions to explore with ease and security. However this I believe is the secret that made Minecraft the grand
daddy foundation of the entire survival genre. I hope they make it endlessly procedural and add multiplayer, then you
put a dlc or even sell it after as Star Shelter 2 once its endless with some large floating platforms that can be built upon
and multiplayer. Now this would make this game feel exactly like Star Trek says, "To boldly go where no man has gone
before," even if its digital space, that unique coding with a set parameter encompassing an unpredictability that is you
and your friends holds true as a fact.

4 - Best locomotion used. I would say Lone Echo came up with the coding first but who knows, all I can say is that this
type of zero-G locomotion was something I thought of the moment I saw Detached intros and within months, two
games already have this thought that became a dream and is now a reality.

5 - Didn't notice that much bugs on Oculus and even if some sensor screw up happens, the game is forgiving if you are
used to survival games and know how to prep yourself.

TIPS: Dont do anything except scavenge for plant pot parts and you will find an oxygen plant seed or two with other
plant seeds. One is enough to allow you to survive indefinitely without suffocating for oxygen, and two will allow for
some canisters to be packed with you or explore comfortably. Then focus on more plant pots for other seeds for
nutrition. These two will allow you to finally be immortal without dying constantly from suffocation or starvation.
Once you reach this immortal stage, you can then focus on upgrading your suit for better survivability whilst exploring
further into the depths of space. Dealing with comets and drones can be annoying but remember you dont lose stuff
you keep in the ship or have built. Once you have upgraded your suit, then it is important to deal with them. Comets
dont give anything but drones do. Ignoring them means passing up on their valuable parts.

Cons:
- Its EA
- Deal with it
- Keep Calm and VR
- Keep watching for updates. Doesn't include Civil War or Ant-Man DLC.
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